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Note: Answer From Both the Section as Directed. The in the

Section -A

Answer the following questions: -

(a) Write the name laboratory different types of analytical balances used

(b) What are co-precipitation and post-precipitation?
(c) Write the name of different types of erors which affect experimental
(d) Write down the properties of median.

(e) Give the name of common examples of adulterants mixed in food
(D give the name of various migration parameters used in paper
(g) Write the name of major catagories of sources of water pollution.
(h) What are causes of temporary and pennanent hardness of water?
(i) Give the name of categories of solid fuels as per their classification.
(j) Grading of coal are done by which analysis? Give the name of

Answer the following questions:-

(a) Write the main chemical steps involved in quantitative precipitation

analysis?

(b) Define and give the expression for Relative standard Deviation.

(c) What are the food standards? Describe the government's

products.

(d) What are water pollutants? Write the name of major pollutants

pollution.

(e) Define the "calorific value" of a fuel. Give various units

calorific?

Section -B
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Answer the following questions.

UNIT - I
(a) Give the classification of analytical methods, also mention the

disadvantages of each method.

(b) Why calibration of glassware are necess ary. Give the procedure of
Or

What do you know by the term "Analytical balance"? Give the types and

balance.

Explain how the minimisation of errors can be carried out.

Or
Write the methods for reporting of analytical data.

(a) How will you determine the percentage of fat in butter.

(b) How will you analyse the reducing sugar in Honey?

Or
How will you determine chlorinated pesticides in food product by thin layer

What do you understand by water pollution? Classiff the types of water

OR
(a) How will you determine the presence of ammonias and nitrate in
(b) How will you evaluate the BOD in a water sample?

(a) Describe the method of estimation of phosphorus in soil.
(b) Discuss the procedtre of proximate analysis of coal.

OR
What do you mean by "flash- point" of a liquid fuel, Give its significance and

Abel's flash point apparatus?
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